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Acyclic groups of automorphisms

Pierre de la Harpe and Dusa McDuff(1)

1. Introduction

A discrète group F is said to be acyclic if its Eilenberg-MacLane homology
groups Hj(F) with coefficients in the trivial F-module Z are zéro for ail i&gt;0. In
this paper we show that certain groups, such as the group GL(V) of ail
continuous linear automorphisms of an infinité dimensional Hilbert space V, are
acyclic. This is a folk theorem which was surely known long ago to experts in the
field such as Quillen and Segal. However it seems worthwhile to publish a proof in
view of the récent interest shown in such questions. For example, Herman pointed
out in [He] that the group of diffeomorphisms of a compact manifold admits a

canonical représentation in GL(V). Therefore, if GL(V) had carried non-trivial
cohomology, one might hâve been able to define non-trivial characteristic classes

for groups of diffeomorphisms. See also section 2.6 in [Ma] and the concluding
remark of [H2].

We will consider the following groups.
1. The group 2(X) of ail permutations of an infinité set X.
2. The group M(O) of measure preserving automorphisms of a Lebesgue

measure space (O, 38, jx) where jul is infinité and non-atomic. (As usual one
identifies two automorphisms which agrée /x-a.e.)

3. The group GL(W) of ail linear automorphisms of an infinité dimensional
vector space W.

4. The group GL(V) of ail continuous linear automorphisms of an infinité
dimensional Hilbert space V over the real, complexes or quaternions, as well as

the group U(V) of invertible isometries of V.
5. The group GL(M) of invertible éléments in a properly infinité von

Neumann algebra M, and the subgroup U(M) of unitary éléments.

THEOREM. The groups defined above are acyclic.

The above list is by no means complète. One could add many &quot;classical

1 Partially supported by NSF grant no MCS 79 05795 A02.
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groups&quot; in the sensé of [H3], and also the group of continuous linear automorphisms

of an infinité dimensional topological vector space E for suitable E. The
Banach spaces c0 and fp, 1 ^p &lt;&lt;», are possible candidates: see proposition 2.a.2 in
[LT]. However Douady [D] constructs a Banach space E for which the group of
connected components of GL(E) is isomorphic to Z. It follows that GL(E) is not
perfect and hence not acyclic. Therefore the above theorem does not hold for
GL(E) where E is an arbitrary Banach space. See also [St]. For acyclic groups of
a quite différent nature from those of our list, see [BDH] and [BDM].

Hère is one conséquence of the theorem.

COROLLARY. Let G be one of the groups above and let A be a finitely
generated abelian group. Then any extension

is trivial

Proof. Any non-trivial normal subgroup of G is of uncountable index. (See

Appendix 1.) In particular any homomorphism from G to Aut (A) is trivial and so

G acts trivially on A in the above extension. Our main theorem implies that
H2(G; A) is zéro. Hence the extension is a semi-direct product. Again using the
fact that the action of G on A is trivial, we see that the product is direct. ¦

A notable feature of the groups in 2, 4 and 5 is that they are contractible when

given their natural topologies. (See [Ke] for sd(O), [DD] for U(V) and U(M)
with the strong topology, [Ku] for GL(V) and U(V) with the uniform topology,
and [BW] for GL(M) and U(M) with the uniform topology.) There are many
other contractible groups of automorphisms which are acyclic when considered as

discrète groups: for example, the group of compactly supported homeomorphisms
of Rn [M], and the group of diffeomorphisms of Rn which are the identity near
the origin [Se]. On the other hand, Sah pointed out that the universal cover
SL(27R) of SL(2, R) is contractible as a topological group but is not acyclic as a

discrète group [SW]. The main tool which we use in proving acyclicity is the
infinité répétition argument of Mather [M] and Wagoner [W]. (See also [BDH] §4

and [Be] ch. 3.) There are several contractible groups which are more &quot;flexible&quot;

than SL(2rR), but are still not large enough for this argument to be used. We
hâve in mind groups such as sé(Q), where û has finite measure, or the group of
compactly supported homeomorphisms of Rn which préserve Lesbegue measure,
for n&gt;2. Thèse groups are known to be perfect [FI], [F2], and it would be

interesting to know if they are acyclic. One could also consider much bigger

groups such as the group of ail homeomorphisms of a Hilbert cube or a Hilbert
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space. Thèse are shown to be contractible in [Re]. The groups GL(M) and U{M),
where M is a finite continuous von Neumann factor, are not contractible. They
are discussed further in section 4.

The theorem is not hard to prove. We first show that the subgroup GF of
éléments in G which are the identity on an appropriately defined &quot;flag&quot; F is

acyclic. Then we show, using a technique due to Segal (§2 in [Se]), that this forces
the whole group G to be acyclic. The first of thèse two steps uses the infinité
répétition argument of [M] and [W] and, in the gênerai case, an élégant algebraic
trick due to Quillen [Q2]. The second step works essentially because the Tits
building (or partially ordered set) formed by the flags is contractible. We give the
proof for GL(V) in full détail, and in section 4 sketch the modifications needed

for the other groups.
We discuss in Appendix 1 the results about normal subgroups of G needed for

the corollary above. Though thèse are old results, we indicate for GL(W) and

GL(V) a proof much shorter than the originally published ones. Doing this, we

again show that G is perfect, namely that Hx(G) is trivial. This is what our main
resuit and proof reduce to when cleared from homological machinery.

Finally Appendix 2 describes a resuit due to Quillen according to which the
monoids (or semi-groups) related to our groups are contractible and hence acyclic.

The authors thank Charles Kratzer, Han Sah and Pierre Vogel for instructive
conversations.

2. Subgroups of GL(V)

In this section and the next one, V dénotes an infinité dimensional Hilbert
space. Let F be a flag in V: we mean by this that F is a nested séquence
Sx 3 S2 =&gt; S3 =&gt; • • • of closed subspaces of V= So such that S^JS,, is isomorphic to
V for each i^l. Define

G, ={g€ GL(V) | g id on S,}
and

for each i^O. Define also G^ to be the union of the G,&apos;s and GL that of the Gfs.
Then

1 Goc Gx c= • • • &lt;= Gt &lt;= • • • &lt;= G»
II u u u
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For g g Goo, observe that g id on S^ f] S,. For notational convenience, we
assume Soo {0}. (But proposition 1 as well as its conséquences in section 3 and
the variations of section 4 would obviously hold without this assumption.) The
resuit of this section is:

PROPOSITION 1. The groups GL and G. are acyclic.

We shall recall the following facts from §2 in [W]. A flabby group is a group F
such that there exist homomorphisms

* T (direct sum)

t : F—» F (infinité répétition)

with the following properties: For any finite subset &lt;f&gt; &lt;= F, there are éléments a, 6,

c in F satisfying
(1) gu,l aga~1, liLg bgb~1 where 1 is the identity élément in F,

(2) guT(g) cr(g)c&quot;1

for ail g g &lt;P.

LEMMA 2 (Wagoner). A flabby group is acyclic.

Sketch of proof. Any inner automorphism of F acts trivially on homology. By
(1), this implies fîrst that il induces a (non associative) ring structure jl*:H*(T)®
H*(F) —&gt; H%(r) on homology, with two-sided unit the number 1 in H0(r) Z.
By (2), this implies also that ji(idXT)à and t act the same way on homology,
where zi :F-^FxF is the diagonal map.

Let i be an integer, i&gt;0, and assume inductively that Hn(F) is trivial for
0 &lt; n &lt; i (this holds trivially if i 1). Choose z g Ht(r). By the Kunneth formula

so that

(it(id x t)A)*(z) =^(2 ® 1 +1 ® t*(z)) z + r*(z) g H^

As this must coincide with t*(z) one has z =0. Hence Ht(r) is trivial. ¦
LEMMA 3. The group GL is flabby.

Proof. Let T£ be a Hilbert space isomorphic to V. For any pair (j, fc) of
positive integers, let Tf be a copy of Tg. We identify V and T ©k ©, Tf in such
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a way that

St=®(BTÏ
k ]=i

(where (Bk means ©k=0)- F°r each /^O define an isometry p} from ©k Tk onto
T? and an isometry (shift) o-, from ©k Tk onto ©k==1 Tf with a, (7^) Tk+1 for ail
fc ^ 0. Dénote by p the isometry ©, p, from T onto (B, Tf and by a the shift ©, o-r
Define the maps

fGL(T) x GL(T) -» GL(T)

and

GL(T)-*GL(T)
kpgp*&lt;rI&gt;kpgp*&lt;r*k

(The séries converges strongly, and p* is the adjoint of p; in view of section 4, it is

appropriate to define p* by p*(£) î? if tj p(£)elm(p) and p*(£) 0 if $±
Im(p).)

It is easy to check that il and r are homomorphism because p and a are
isometries with orthogonal complementary ranges. Similarly il (id x r)A — r. For
each t^O one has itCGJxGD^ G; and t(G&apos;^G[ because p^pf + ap1? coincides

with the identity on ©k Tf for / ^ î. It follows that il and r induce homomorph-
isms G^xG^-^G^o and Gi&gt;—»G£&gt;, denoted below by il and p again. Require-
ment (2) in the définition of a flabby group obviously holds (with c 1).

Consider some integer i^O. Let a, be an invertible isometry of T which acts

as ©JIoP, on ©fc ©;~J, Tk, as the identity on ©k ©r=i+i Tf&apos; and (thus) maPs in
some way ©k Tk onto

Xk

One has OieGl^^GL and a&amp;af^giil for ail geG,&apos;. Similarly, let bx be an

invertible isometry of T which acts as ©;~o &lt;*i on ©k ^Io Tf and as the identity
on ©k ©^l+i Tf. Then ^ € GJ+1 and btgbf^ liLg for ail geG[. It follows that

requirement (1) above holds. ¦
We know thus that G« is acyclic. The reader who is interested in U(V) and

not in GL(V) may skip the end of this section since G^n t/(V) G45n U(V).
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Let us now recall what we need from a resuit due to Quillen (theorem 1&apos; of
[Q2]). Let A be a Q-algebra with unit, let F be the group of invertible

(2x2)-matrices over A which hâve the form 1, let F&apos; be the subgroup of F

consisting of diagonal matrices and let tt : F —» F&apos; be the homomorphism defined
by

(a b\ (a 0\
Ho iHo i)-

If R is a Z[F]-module, we dénote by H((F,jR) the ith Eilenberg-MacLane
homology group of F with coefficients in JR ; moreover R is assumed to hâve the
trivial Z[F]-structure if there is no strong reason for any other one (such as

R Ht(N;K) below).

LEMMA 4 (Quillen). Let K be a field which is either finite or the rationals.
Then tt induces an isomorphism on H%(-;K).

Proof. Let N be the subgroup of F consisting of matrices of the form 1,

which is isomorphic to the additive group of the algebra A. As N is torsion-free
and abelian, H%(N; Z) is isomorphic to the additive group Az N. (This holds for
finitely generated free abelian groups, as one checks knowing homology of
compact tori; this holds in gênerai because N and the inductive limit of finitely
generated subgroups of N hâve the same homology.) It follows that H^(N;K)~
(Az N) ®z K for any field K. In particular H*{N; K) H0(N; K) K if K is finite
(because N is divisible) and H*(N; Q) Aq A. (This is a highly degenerate form
of the results described in §8 of [Q2].)

Consider the Hochschild-Serre spectral séquence

E£t Hs(r; Ht(N; K)) ^&gt; Hs+t(r; K)

corresponding to the extension

If K is a finite field, one has Ht(N;K) 0 for t&gt;0 and H0(N;K) K. The
spectral séquence therefore dégénérâtes, giving the desired resuit.
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Suppose K Q. Make Q* act on F by

(a b\(\ 0\(a b\(K 0Y1_(a \b\
A\o îrlo îAo îAo 1) ~\o i)-

Thus À g Q* acts on the exact séquence

o-&gt;N-*r-*r-*i

and consequently also on the spectral séquence. As AgQ* acts on Ht(N;Q)
Aq(N®zQ) by multiplying by A*, and acts trivially on F&apos;, it follows that A acts

on Elft by multiplyingby A*. Assume A^±1; as the differentials commute with the
Q*-action and as A&apos;^A*&apos; for t£t&apos;, ail differentials are zéro. It follows that

Elt EZ for ail s, f^O.

Now @s+t=nE2t is the graded object associated to the natural filtration of
Hn(F; Q) for each integer n ^ 1. Since Q* acts on F by inner automorphisms, the
induced action on Hn(F;Q) is trivial; thus Q* acts trivially on each JE~t. Hence

EZ 0 for any (s, t) with s ^0 and t &gt;0. This shows that Hs(Fr; Q) Hs(h Q) for
any

COROLLARY 5 (a universal coefficient argument). The homomorphism
7r:F-&gt;F&apos; induces an isomorphism on H*(—) H%(— ; Z).

Proof. We know that ir induces an isomorphism for H*(-;R) if R is the
additive group of a finite field. Using direct products and extensions of the
coefficients, one checks the same holds for R a finite abelian group. As homology
commutes with inductive limits of coefficients, this holds also when jR Q/Z.
Using the séquence

0-*Z-&gt;Q-»Q/Z-&gt;0

and the fact that tt* is an isomorphism for R Q and R Q/Z, one proves the
claim. ¦
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The proof of Proposition 1. We use again the notations defined earlier in this
section, and we dénote by L(V) the algebra of ail bounded operators on V. For
each i &gt; 0 the spaces St and S, are both isomorphic to V. It follows that G, is

isomorphic to

Ko a&apos; with a invertible

and that G[ consists of matrices in Gt with b 0. Quillen&apos;s argument shows that
the inclusion of G[ in G, induces an isomorphism H*(G[) ~ H%(Gt). It follows that
the inclusion of GL in Gœ induces also an isomorphism H*(G&apos;) ~ H*(G)y so that
the proof of proposition 1 is complète. ¦

Let us end this section by two observations. First the groups of our main
theorem are not flabby. Consider for example G U(V) with V an infinité
dimensional separable complex Hilbert space, and suppose there exists a &quot;direct

sum&quot; homomorphism jl:GxG-^G with property (1) preceding lemma 2; we
shall reach a contradiction.

Choose an orthonormal basis (ej)]&amp;N of V and a séquence (À,)jeN of pairwise
distinct numbers in the interval ]-tt, ir[. Define reG by r(eJ) exp(iÀJ)eJ for
/ g N. The centralizer of r in G is the abelian group T of unitary operators which
are diagonal with respect to the chosen basis.

Consider the homomorphism n^:G -&gt; G given by g »-&gt;it(g, 1). By hypothesis
Jii(g) is conjugate to g. Therefore, ilx is injective and, because its image
commutes with il (1, r), the centralizer of u(l, r) is not abelian. But there exists

beG with ji(l,r) brb~1. Therefore the centralizer of ji(1, r) is the abelian group
bTb~l. This contradiction shows that G is not flabby.

The second observation is that there are plenty of (non trivial) G-modules R
with non trivial H*(G, R) or H*(G, jR). Consider for example a subgroup Gi of
G and a Gx-module Rv Let R =HomZGl (ZG, jRJ, where ZG is considered as a

left ZG^module and as a right ZG-module; then R is naturally a G-module
(namely a left ZG-module). A standard resuit known as Shapiro&apos;s lemma states
that JT^Gx, .Rx) is naturally isomorphic with Hn(G,R) for ail n^O; see for
example §34.2 in [Bab]. Choose in particular a finite cyclic subgroup Gx of G and
let Rt be a trivial G-module isomorphic to Gx as abelian group. Then
Hn(G, jR)^O for ail n&gt;0.

This is quite a gênerai construction. Indeed, let F be any group with more than
one élément. One shows by induction from a (possibly infinité) cyclic subgroup of
r that there exists a F-module M and an integer n&gt;0 with Hn(r;M)^0.
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3. llie set of flags

Let Gr be the set of those closed subspaces S of V which are isomorphic to
VIS. (Thus Gr is the set of points in a Grassmannian space.)

LEMMA 6. Let {Su ...,Sp}bea finite subset of Gr. There exist Si, ...S&apos;peGr

with S&apos;m^Sm (l^m^p) and S&apos;m±.S&apos;n (l^
Proof. Any subspace of V whose codimension is strictly smaller than the

dimension of V intersects non trivially any élément of Gr. One may thus choose
unit vectors as follows

Vi.i g Su t&gt;2,i € S2 n{uM}\..., vPtl g Sp n{vuu • • &gt;
^p-i.i)&quot;1

and in gênerai

vPfl e Sp

(The index i runs over N* if V is separable and over some suitable infinité set if V
is &quot;larger&quot;.) Define S&apos;m to be the closed linear span of the vma&apos;s. Then Si,... ,SP
hâve the desired properties. ¦

LEMMA 7. Let Sl5..., Sp € Gr and let hu /ip e GL(V). There exist

Si,...,Sp€Gr with S&apos;mc:Sm (l^m^p), S&apos;m±S&apos;n and hm(S&apos;J

Proof. By Lemma 6 there exist S&quot;, ...,S&apos;peGr with S^c:Sm (1 ^ m ^ p) and

S^IS^ (l^m&lt;n^p). Define Tm hm(S^) (l^m^p). There exist also

Tru...,T&apos;peGr with T^czTm (l^m^p) and T&apos;m±T&apos;n (l^m&lt;n^p). Define

Now consider the set g of flags F {S1 ^S2^ • * •} with fl Si ={0} as defined
in section 2. Let F {S! 3 S2 3 • •}, F&apos; {Si =&gt; S2 =&gt; • • •} and h g GL(V). We write
F&apos; ^ F if S; c St for ail i. If S; _L S,, we write F&apos; 1 F. If in addition Sx © Si g Gr, the

spaces St © Si =&gt; S2 © S2 ^ • • • form a flag which we call F&apos; © F. Finally the flag
{h(St) =&gt; fi(S2) =&gt;•••} is called h(F).

We may reformulate lemma 7 for flags.
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and let hu hp e GL(V). There exist

*m^p), F&apos;m±F&apos;n and hm (F&apos;J1 hn (F&apos;n)

Proof. Let Fm {SmA o Sm,2 =&gt;•••} and write Tma S^, H Sm^x where Sm,0 V
(1 sss m ^p and i ^ 1). Then Sm&gt;l ©J°ï=l+1 Tmj. The resuit now follows by applying
lemma~ 7 to the spaces Tu,..., TPJ for each /^ 1. ¦

We review now the Milnor construction for classifying space (see e.g. [Hu],
chap. 4, §11). Given any (discrète) group F, let EF be the simplicial complex
whose p-simplices are the ordered subsets (y0,..., yp) of F. We dénote by |EF|
the topological space obtained by realizing EF. It is well-known and easy to see

that \EF\ is contractible (compare the proof of lemma 10 below). Moreover the

group F acts freely on \EF\ by multiplication on the left. Thus the quotient space
BF F\\EF\ is a model (the &quot;infinité join&quot; model) for the classifying space of the

group F. In particular this means that the groups Ht(F) (i €N) are just the intégral
homology groups of the space BF.

For the rest of this section, we will write G for GL(V), E for EGL(V) and B
for BGL(V). For each flag F {S1 =&gt;S2=&gt; • • •} in fÇ, let GF be the subgroup of G
containing those operators which agrée with the identity on S, for i large
enough, and let EF be the subcomplex of E defined as follows: a fc-simplex
(go&gt;

• • •, gk) of JE is in JBF if g0,..., gk agrée on St for i large enough. (For short,
we will say that g0,..., gk agrée on F.) Let F, F&apos; g g- If F&apos; ^ F, observe that
GFdGF and that EF is a subcomplex of EF,. If FI F&apos; and if F ©F&apos; e g, then

F&apos; GF n GF&gt;.

LEMMA 9. For any Fe$, the complex EF is G-invariant and the quotient
G\\EF\ is naturally isomorphic to BGF.

Proof. &quot;Naturally&quot; means that, if F,F&apos;e% with F&apos;^F, then the map BGF-&gt;

BGF&gt; induced by GFC-^ GF&gt; is just the inclusion of BGF in BGF&gt; (both are

subspaces of B).
The space |JEF| is not connected. Indeed two 0-simplices (g) and (g&apos;) define

points lying in the same connected component if and only if there is a séquence of
1-simplices in JEF of the form

(g, gl), (gl, g2), • • • (gm&gt; g&apos;)-

This holds if and only if g and g&apos; agrée on F, namely if and only if g and g&apos; belong
to the same right coset of GF in G. It follows that connected components of |EF|
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are parametrized by G/GF. The coset GF corresponds to lEp], where E&apos;F is the
subcomplex of EF consisting of simplices (g0,..., gk) where g0,..., gk agrée with
the identity on F.

It is clear that EF is G-invariant. It follows from the discussion above that
G\|fjF| may be identifled with GjfM-EjtI, which is nothing but the infinité join
model BGF for the classifying space of GF. ¦

Let E* be the union of the EF&apos;s over Fe$; it is a subcomplex of E which is

invariant by G. Let B* G \ |JS^| ; it is a subspace of B which is the union of the
G\|EF|&apos;sover F in g.

LEMMA 10. The space E* is contractible.

Proof. Let au ap be simplices in E*. Choose

in g with crm e EFm. There is an integer k such that the vertices in &lt;xm agrée on
Smk; dénote by h^ their common restriction on Smk (l^m^p). Let Fi,... ,F&apos;P

be as in lemma 8: one has &lt;rm e EF^(1 =^ m ^ p). Then the cône on cr1 U • • • U ap
with vertex h0 is in E%.

It follows that, for any flnite subcomplex K of E%, there exists a subcomplex L
of E* containing K and contracting to a point. Hence \E%\ itself is c ^tractible
(see e.g. corollary 7.6.24 in [Sp]). ¦

LEMMA 11. The inclusion B*= \JFg9BGf -&gt; B=BG is a homotopy
équivalence.

Proof. Since the quotient maps |JE| —&gt; B and \E*\ -^ JB^ are covering maps, this
follows immediately from the two previous lemmas. ¦

The following lemma holds for p 1 by section 2.

LEMMA 12. Let Fl9..., Fp e g. Then BGFl U • • U J3GFp is contained in an
acyclic subspace of B%.

Proof. Choose any flag Foe g. By Lemma 8 there exist F6, Fî, Fpe g with
Fm^Fm (O^m^p) and F&apos;mLF&apos;n (0^m&lt;n^p); in particular F[©• • -

flag in g. As BGFm c BGFA (1 ^ m ^ p), it suffices to check that BGFi U •

is acyclic. Hence we may assume without loss of generality that Fm X Fn

and that Ft®-
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Let us assume as induction hypothesis that, in this situation, both

BGFaU • • UBGFpl and BGF^FpiU• • • UBGFp_2eFpl

are acyclic. (When p 2, the former works by proposition 1 and the latter is

vacuous.)
Consider first the Mayer-Vietoris homology séquence of the subcomplexes

BGFl(BFp U • • • U BGFp2(BFp and BGFpl€BFp

of B* with intersection

eFp) U • •

By the induction hypothesis, two of any three consécutive terms in this séquence
vanish. Hence ail terms vanish and

BGFieFpU-&quot;UBGFp_ieFp

is acyclic.
Consider now the Mayer-Vietoris séquence of the subcomplexes

BGFl U • • • U BGFpl and BGFp

of B* with intersection

6GFleFpU-&quot;UBGFp_ieF,

From the previous step and from the induction hypothesis it follows that

BGFlU- • UBGFp

is acyclic. ¦
THEOREM 13. The group G is acyclic.

Proof. The homology of a complex is generated by that of its flnite subcomplexes.

Thus lemma 12 implies that B* is an acyclic space, and lemma 11 that G is

acyclic. ¦
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4. Variations

Unitary group U(V) of an infinité dimensional Hilbert space V.

The proof that U(V) is acyclic is much simpler than for GL(V) since section 2

may be reduced to Lemmas 2 and 3. Section 3 is unchanged.

Symmetric group X(X) of an infinité set X
Hère a flag is a nested séquence {Sx 3 S2 ==&gt; • • •} of subsets of X So such that

Sl-1-Sl is equipotent with X for each i^l and such that f] S,=0. Define

for each is^O (no distinction hère between X[ and Xt) and Xoo [JT=o^v The

argument of Lemma 3 shows that £„ is a flabby group. Read &quot;disjoint union&quot;

instead of &quot;direct sum&quot;, &quot;injection&quot; instead of &quot;isometry&quot;. The adjoint p* of an

injection p is deflned only on the image of p by p*p id; then a formula like
pgp* + aha* is clear because pgp* is a permutation of some subset of X and aha*
is a permutation of its complément. The group J£« is consequently acyclic.

Let Gr be the set of those subsets S of X equipotent with their compléments
S± X~-S. For two subsets Sl9 S2 of X, read S1HS2=0 for SX1S2. Lemmas 7

and 8 may then be repeated without change and ail of section 3 with minor
changes only. It follows that X(X) is acyclic.

Automorphism group si(O) of a Lebesgue space (O, 08, ja)

Let (il, 38, ix) be a Lebesgue space where the measure ju, is infinité and non
atomic. A flag is now a nested séquence F {Sx =&gt; S2 ==&gt; * * •} of measurable subsets

of Û So such that St-i-St has infinité measure for each i ^ 1 and such that f] Sl

has measure zéro. Comments for X (X) above apply to st(fî), with the under-
standing that everything in view is now measurable. Therefore $i(O) is also acyclic.

Let (il, 98, /ut) be a Lebesgue measure space. Let X be the set of atoms in Û,
let X IJ, X, be the partition of X according to the masses of the atoms, and let
(l=Û~X. Then the séquence

is exact (and splits). Suppose fx(iî) oo, and suppose that X is not empty. Then
M(Û) is clearly acyclic if and only if each X, is either one point or an infinité set.
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Automorphisms of an infinité dimensional vector space W over a (possibly skew)
field F

Case (i): Char F 0.

A flag is in this case a nested séquence {Sx ^&gt; S2 =&gt; * * •} of subspaces of W So

such that S^i/S, is isomorphic to W for each i ^ 1 and such that f| S, ={0}. As in
Lemma 3 we may identify W with ©k ©, Tk, where each Tk W, in such a way
that S, =©k ®&quot;=l Tk for ail i. Then the subspace Rt =®k ©£j, Tk compléments
S,

Define

One checks as in Lemma 3 that G™ is flabby. When Char F 0, Lemma 4 and 5

show that G™ is acyclic.
In Lemmas 6 to 8, understand S&apos;mLS&apos;n as S^PiS; {0}, and ve

SC\{vl9..., Dm}± as ugS with v not in the linear span of {vx,..., vm}. Then
section 3 holds for GL(W), which is consequently an acyclic group. Ail our
arguments allow the field F to be non-commutative.

Case (ii): CharF p&gt;0.

The arguments of section 2 show that H*(G™; K) 0 if Char K^ Char F
(where H* dénotes reduced homology). It follows that H^(GL(W); K) 0 when
Char K 7^ Char F. Therefore, in order to show that GL(W) is acyclic, it will suffice
to prove that H*(GL(W); K) 0 when K is the algebraic closure k of the finite
field k with p éléments. To do this we need

LEMMA 14. For each flag F and integer d&gt;0 there is a subgroup Gp of
GL(W) which contains GF and is such that H}(GU k) 0 for 0&lt;j&lt;d.

Proof. Quillen proves the following lemma in [Q2] §9.

LEMMA. Let k be an algebraically closed field and d an integer &gt;0. Then there

exists an order D in a number field of degree d over Q with the following properties:
Given any D-module N, let the group of units D* act on it by multiplication, and let
the group homology H%(N,i) be endowed with the induced action of D*. Then for
each t, Ht(N,i) is a direct sum of one-dimensional représentations of D* over k.
Furthermore, Ht(N,i) does not contain the trivial représentation for 0&lt;t&lt;d.
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Let D be as in this lemma. The choice of a basis over Z for D gives rise to a

ring homomorphism

where Md(A) is the ring of d-by-d matrices over A and where Md(Z) —» Md(F) is

réduction mod p. Let F be the flag {Sx =&gt; S2 =&gt; • • •}. For each pair (/, k) of positive
integers, let now Tf be a copy of Fd. We identify W and T ©k ©, T* in such a

way that St =©k ©p., T? and we dénote by Rt &quot;the&quot; complément ©k ©£j Tf
of S,. Define a ring homomorphism px:D-+ GL(W) by setting

•-{s1
I po(A) in T* for / ^ i, ail k

Pl ^ * &apos; in the other Tf.

Now put

Gf {g g GL(W) | g Pl(A) in St for some A g D*}

and let Gp= U.^iCxf. Clearly GF^G%. We must show that H^GUk) 0 for

Let

and consider the induced D*-action on the spectral séquence of the extension

0-»N-»G?-»Gf -*1. It follows from the lemma that each JE^, 2^r^œ,
breaks up into a sum of one dimensional représentations preserved by the
difïerentials. Since D* acts trivially on the abutment, the subspaces on which D*
acts trivially form a spectral séquence which converges to H*(G?;k). By the
lemma, the terms E*t of this séquence vanish when 0&lt;t&lt;d. Hence H,(Gf;k)
HJ(Gf&apos;;k)for0&lt;/&lt;A

Now note that G? is the product of G[ with pt(D*). But p,CD*) is isomorphic
to a subgroup of the group of units of D/pD =kd, where kd is the field of order pd.

Hence pt(D*) has order prime to p. Therefore JFfHî(pI(D*);k) 0 which implies
that H*(Gf ;k)^H*(G;;k). Now consider the diagram
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We have seen that the inclusions ax and a2 induce an isomorphism on Hj(-&apos;,k),

0&lt;j&lt;d. Since a4 factors through a group isomorphic to GL, it induces the zéro
map on Hj(—;k). Hence a3 must induce the zéro map on H,(-;k), 0&lt;j&lt;d. This
implies that

To finish the proof of the theorem we must find an appropriate substitute for
Lemma 12. If Fu Fn are disjoint flags such that Fx © • • • © Fn is also a flag,
choose groups G^ as above and, for each subset {ils..., ik} of {1,..., n}, set

The proof of Lemma 14 shows that thèse groups G% for F Fh © • • • © Flk, are
acyclic. The inductive argument of Lemma 12 then readily shows that

H, {BGdFx U • • • U BG£n; k) 0 0 &lt; j &lt; d - 2n.

Clearly, this suffices to show that the inclusion B**—* B annihilâtes H#(—;k).

Properly infinité von Neumann algebras

Let M be a properly infinité von Neumann algebra, faithfully represented in
L(V) for some complex Hilbert space V. A flag is a nested séquence {S1=&gt;S2=)

• • •} of closed subspaces of V So with H S, {0} such that the orthogonal
projection P, from V onto S, is in M and such that Pl^l-Pl is équivalent to the
identity for each i ^ 1. It is easy to choose every operator appearing in sections 2
and 3 in the algebra M. Therefore the appropriately defined groups GL and G»
are acyclic, as well as U(M) and GL(M).

It is likely that the argument applies to a large class of infinité C*-algebras.
Let B be such an algebra, let M(B) be its multiplier algebra, let U(B) be the
subgroup of the unitary group U(M(B)) consisting of those éléments g for which
g -1 g B, and let U(B)0 be the connected component of U(B) with respect to the

norm topology. There are many cases in which U(B)0 is known to be contractible
for the norm topology [Mi]; in thèse cases, U(B)0 and the similarly defined
&quot;gênerai linear group&quot; GL(B)0 should &quot;often&quot; be acyclic.

Finite von Neumann algebras

Let M be a finite continuous factor, and let U(M) be the group of unitaries in
M. When given the norm topology, U(M) has a fundamental group isomorphic to
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the additive group of the real numbers: this was first proved in [AS], but it foliows
also essentially from Bott periodicity as formulated in theorem 1.11 of chapter III
of [Ka]. Indeed

if i is odd, i 5* 0

if i is even, i &gt; 0

(See III.7.7 in [Ka], or theorem 5 in [Br]; both state the analogous &quot;stable fact&quot;,

but the isomorphism holds also as above.) Let

0-+R-* Û(M)-+ U(M)-+l

be the (topological) universal covering of U(M). It is known that U(M) is perfect
(indeed simple up to centre [FH]). One may conjecture that Û(M) is also perfect,
namely that the short exact séquence above is still a covering in the algebraic
sensé of [Ker], and thus that there exists a surjective homomorphism of
H2(U(M)) onto R. In any event it seems very unlikely that the group U(M) is

acyclic.

Appendix 1. About normal subgroups

If X is an infinité countable set, S(X) has exactly two non trivial normal
subgroups: the group Xf(X) of permutations of X with finite support and its
derived group Af(X) of even permutations [SU]. If X is any infinité set, normal
subgroups of X(X) which are neither trivial nor Af(X) are in bijection (via
supports) with infinité cardinals smaller than the cardinal of X [B].

If (/}, Se, ii) is a Lebesgue measure space with jul infinité and non atomic, s£({l)
has exactly one non trivial normal subgroup consisting of those bi-measurable
transformations a with support {(aefl | a(cu)^û)} of finite measure [FI], [Ei].

If W is an infinité dimensional vector space over a field F, normal subgroups
of GL(W) hâve been studied in [R]; we présent hereafter part of thèse results
with différent proofs inspired by [And], [Ep] and [Hi].

LEMMA Al. The group GL(W) is perfect.

Proof. If I is a set and if (W;)l€r is a family of copies of W, we write any
élément in GL(@Wt) as an (JxJ)-matrix with coefficients in End(W). If I is

countable, we may identify © Wt and W.
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In GL(W® W®W) one has

65

f\ x 0W1 0

0 1 0 il 0 1 1

\0 0 l/\0 0 1

i o o\ /i o x^
0 1 -1 I 0 1 0

o o i/ \o o iy

/l *\for each xeEnd(W). It follows that any élément of the form 1 in
GL(W(&amp; W) is a product of two commutators. In GL((BigN Wt), one may apply
the infinité répétition argument used in section 2. We write 7i~72 if two
éléments yu y2 in a group F are conjugate. For any xeGL(W) one has

in GL(®lGN Wt). It follows that any élément of the form j in GL(W® W)
is a commutator.

Let geGL(W). Choose séquences (w,) and (vj of vectors in W as follows:

ute W-{0}

and in gênerai

m1+1g W-span

vl+1e W-span

e W-span (ul9 uO

(The index i runs over N* if the dimension of W is countable and over some
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suitable set otherwise.) Define

U span (ux, u2,...) Vx span (vl9 t&gt;3,...)

V2 span (v2, v4,...) V Vt 0 V2.

It is easy to check that UnV {0} and g(U)C\V {0}. Thus there exists

teGL(W) with tu^u, and to2i u2i for each î. As r id on V2 one has

V); as tg id on U one has fg~L ^IgGLCW© W). It
\0 */

follows from the beginning of the proof that g is a product of commutators in
GL(W). M

The proof above shows also the following fragmentation lemma : any élément
in GL(W) may be written as a product of finitely many éléments similar to
/* 0\ /l *\
I 1 in GL(W® W). Indeed, it remains to be checked that I I has this

property, and this is clear if one looks at

/l x yv /l x 0W1 0 y\
10 1 01 10 1 0110 1 01

\0 0 1/ \0 0 lMO 0 1/

in GL(wewew).
Let Nmax be the normal subgroup of GL(W) containing those éléments of the

form À +X with À a homothety and X an endomorphism of W with rank strictly
smaller than the dimension of W. Let geGL(W) with g^Nmax. Let us check that
there exists a subspace V of W with V isomorphic to W/V and with VDg(V)
{0}.

One may choose a séquence (vt) of vectors in W as follows:

vxe W-{0} with g(vt)e W-span (t^)

and in gênerai

(Vi g(t&gt;i

vt+1e W-span | • • J with g(t)l+1)g W-span -
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Indeed, suppose one cannot find vl+l. Let

spanl
Vg(t?i) * • * g(vt)/

Then veW-F implies g(u)€span (F, v); for any m g F, one has also

span (F, v); hence g(w)€span (F, v). It follows that F is invariant by g and that g
induces a homothety on W/F. But this is ruled out by hypothesis.

Then V span (vu v2,.. has the desired properties.

PROPOSITION A2. Any non trivial normal subgroup of GL(W) is contained

Proof. Let N be a normal subgroup of GL(W) and assume that N&lt;£NmSiX.

There exist feN and a subspace V of W with V isomorphic to W/V and with
f(V)nV {0}. We may thus view N as a normal subgroup of GL(W®W)

/* *\
containing an élément / of the form I I.

By the fragmentation lemma, it is enough to check that N contains any

élément of the form ^J. Consider r,seGL(W) and defîne g=(n
h U °). As N is normal, N contains h hfh~1f~l and gfig~lû~\ By a

\\J S /
straightforward matrix computation, the latter is of the form

As GL(W) is perfect, it follows that, for any fc € GL(W), there exists z eEnd (W)

with(J Zk)eN.

Let now a,be GL(W) with a 4- b 1. (One may define a as an infinité direct
sum of automorphisms of a vector space of dimension two, each represented by

j, and similarly for b with f j.) There exist x, y €End (W) with

c :-) - G ;-)
in N. Then

z(a-l)l -z\/l x \/l z\/l -xa\ (1 z(a
o l)(o a-0(o X a Ho 1
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and

/l z(a-l)yi z(b-\)
\0 1

It follows that

VK
g ne &gt;g

the proof is complète.

It would be easy to prove by similar arguments ail of theorem B (and thus also
theorem A) in [R].

Let now V be an infinité dimensional Hilbert space over the reals, complexes
or quaternions and GL(V) be as in the introduction. Let GE(V, C) be the normal
subgroup of GL(V) containing those éléments of the form À+x with A a

homothety and X a compact operator (we assume V to be separable). It is quite
easy to check that GL(V) is perfect (see problems 191 and 192 in [Hal]). There is

a fragmentation lemma which follows straightforwardly from polar décomposition
and spectral theorem. Any geGL(V) with g&lt;£ GE(V, C) is similar to an élément

of the form
* *

j in GL(V® V): this is corollary 3.4 in [BP] or theorem 1 in

[AnS]. Hence the proof above applies, and is very much simpler than that of [Hl].
The subgroup of GL(V) containing ail bijective isometries of V can be handled
either as in [Hl] or as suggested in [H3], and we hâve proved the following resuit.

PROPOSITION A3. Any non trivial normal subgroup of GL(V) is contained
in GE(V, C). Any non trivial normal subgroup of U(V) is contained in
C/B(V, C) =U(V)n GE(V, C).

For normal subgroups of GL(M) and U(M), when M is a properly infinité von
Neumann algebra, see [H3] and papers reviewed there.

COROLLARY A4. Let G be one of the groups described in the introduction
and let N be a non trivial normal subgroup of G. Then N is of uncountable index in
G.

Let G be as above and let Nmax be the maximal normal subgroup of G. There
are cases for which we hâve information about the homology of iVmax: see works
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by Nakaoka and Priddy [P] if G=I(X) and Nmax £f(X) with X infinité
countable, the papers on group cohomology in [E] if G-GL(W), or [BHS] if
G GL(V). In each case our main theorem provides corresponding information
about the homology of the quotient G/NmaLX.

Appendix 2. About monoids of monomorphisms

Each of the acyclic groups of automorphisms considered above is the group of
units in a corresponding monoid (or semigroup) of monomorphisms. For example,
X (X) is the group of units in the monoid M(X) formed by ail injective maps from
X to X. One can form the classifying space BM of a monoid in exactly the same

way as that of a group; see [Se]. In particular, the Eilenberg-MacLane homology
groups Ht(M; Z) are just the intégral homology groups of the space BM. Quillen
pointed out in an unpublished version of [Ql] that the classifying spaces of
monoids such as M(X) are contractible. Of course, this implies that the monoids
are acyclic.

Hère is a sketch of his argument. Say two homomorphisms f,g:M-*M are

semi-conjugate if there is meM such that mf{n) — g{n)m for ail ne M. The

argument is based on the fact that two homomorphisms which are semi-conjugate
induce homotopic maps on BM; see [Ql] §1. Choose p g M(X) so that the image
p(X) of X under p is in Gr. Define /:M(X)-&gt;M(X) by f(n)(x) pnp~\x) if
xep(X) and by f(n)(x) x otherwise. Then / is semi-conjugate both to the

identity homomorphism and to the trivial homomorphism which takes every
n e M(X) to the identity élément. It follows that BM(X) is contractible.
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